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Celtics on
Broadway

2019: This is Us
St. David is proud to offer a wide variety of

extracurriculars. From Model United Nations

to Math club to Smash club as well as

countless teams, there is a place for

everyone. Celtics on Broadway is a perfect

example of an accepting community that

provides a place for many different students.

Celtics on Broadway was production made

up of various musical numbers from classic

and modern Broadway shows. The cabaret

style show ensured that there was something

for everyone. This year’s performance had

numbers from Dear Even Hanson, Heathers,

Mama Mia, and many more.
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This year's cast was beyond talented. Angelic voices,

killer dance moves, and persevering attitudes

ensured this group of students were ready for

whatever this experience threw at them. “It’s

exciting for me because I have done bigger

performances so it’s not that stressful,” said Daniel

Moniz, a Grade 9 soloist.

While not all newcomers into this world of theatre

had featured roles, they each played a key part in

ensuring the show ran smoothly. “Celtics on

Broadway has really made my experience in the first

year of St. David feel important. I feel I’m part of a

community and I’ve expanded my view on the

school,” said Leah Ceron, Grade 9. For many Grade

9 students, Celtics on Broadway has been a huge

opportunity for them to become comfortable with a

new atmosphere. For Claire Burzynski, one of many

Grade 9s, the production aided on the path to self-

expression. It made her “first year of high school

such a great experience”.

 
 

While the cast is the face of the show, there was so

much help behind the scenes. From tech crew to

back-stage crew to band, this production was a team

effort.Without the tech crew in charge of the

lighting and sound effects, the show would not have

went on. With direction from Mrs. Lehmann, the

Celtics on Broadway band was composed of

members playing a variety of instruments. From

piano to saxophone to fiddle, the versatile band 

 persevered through tech challenges and onstage

difficulties. 

The level of professionalism within the tight-knit

group was phenomenal considering this was a

highschool production.

The spectacle of Celtics on Broadway would not

have been possible without the stage crew who

organized each and every stage piece and made

sure everyone was in their places under the

direction of the ever so talented Maria Kanellis.

“Stage crew along with the tech crew will work

hard to ensure that the performance will be the best

possible!” said Rachel Brinzan, a member of the

stage crew and tech crew. As the closing number

stated,“This is Me”, everyone accepted and

recognized that they were all different, but

functioned as one.  The Celtics on Broadway cast,

band, and crew are a community of that values

acceptance and friendship. During musical season,

it is always a "season of love" within the cast,

band, crew and mentors.
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Coffee House
 

Coffee, sweets, and great music! Another night

filled with endless talent from the St. David's

arts community has come and gone, leaving an

inspirational imprint on audience members. 

The proceeds from this past fall's Coffee House

went to 100 Guitars for 100 Kids, an

organization created by Blue Rodeo’s band

member, Bob Egan. The money raised gifted

kids in the KW area with guitars, providing

them with an opportunity to immerse

themselves in music. Over the years, this St.

David event has supported this organization as

a way to give back to the surrounding

community.
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We hope you had the chance to attend the Fall

Coffee House,  and Virtual Coffee House

whether sitting in the audience (or your living

room), working backstage (Or from home), or

standing under the stage lights (or household

LED's. Another stellar show is added to the

books and the Arts community is excited to

share their talent and comradery in future

events. St. David's Arts doors are open to all!

The performers were not the only ones

preparing day in and day out; the St. David's

Tech Crew worked tirelessly behind the scenes

to make sure the performers had flawless

experiences under the spotlight. Tech Crew

members along with brand new grade nine’s

Emma and Sebastian, went above and beyond

making sure the mics, sound and lights added to

the amazing show.

There were a variety of acts, ranging from

vocals to full band performances, each one

differing from the last. Each performer put in

countless hours in preparation for their act,

creating an overall unique and original show.

Each grade was represented, especially our

graduate students, through performances by

Sarah Lucier, Kyile Richards, Fiona Lehmann

and many more!

Even though Spring Coffee House was not

"rocked out "in the traditional sense due to the

COVID-19 pandemic the Arts Council worked

hard to produce a show enjoyable from any

location. This pandemic has allowed time to

find a passion. Whether it is through music,

drama, art or photography, the Arts can provide

an outlet to distract from dull days. Coming

together to celebrate the talented Celtics

brought a sense of peace and community in this

time of uncertainty.
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This year, the event was held on January 9th with

community members, former and current St. David

students, and Elementary school students in

attendance. The St. David Celtics senior basketball

team faced off against the Rockway Flames.

Throughout the first half, the game was close, with

both teams putting up a fight. However, in the third

quarter, St. David started to pull away and came out

with a big win over the Rockway Flames. After the

game both teams came together for a picture under

the basket.

Two years ago, Chelsea Alvarez, a St. David's

alumni and recent graduate of Conestoga College,

passed away on January 1st during a mountain

hiking accident while in Italy with her fiancée.

Chelsea was also a recipient of the Timmy Rose

scholarship when she graduated from St. David’s in

2010. In February of 2017, Larry Rose decided that

since the Timmy Rose scholarship was self-

sufficient, the funds raised at the game would go to

the Alvarez family for the Chelsea Alvarez

Memorial Award at Conestoga College.

REMEMBERING OUR CELTICS

On August 9th, 2002, Timmy and his friends were

returning home from a Muskoka resort, (where they

had gone to make money for college)when he passed

away in a car accident. A scholarship was made in

his name, to be awarded to a graduate who is

friendly, athletic, social, enthusiastic, has a positive

outlook; traits that Timothy portrayed.

The event has been renamed as the Remember Our

Celtics memorial game. The purpose of the

renaming is to include all St. David community

members who have passed away in recent years.

Those members include students and staff namely

Scott Weiler, Chelsea Alvarez and Nico Flamenco-

Steiner.

Overall, the atmosphere of the game was

spectacular, with many parents and staff reminiscing

over the St. David Celtic members who had passed

away and their contribution to the school

community. Each year the event continues to grow

in support. The future looks bright for the Timmy

Rose foundation and the Remember Our Celtics

Memorial Game. 

By: Sam Donsig & Shealynn Coffey

For the past 50+ years, St.David has displayed the

spirit of compassion and empathy towards the past,

present and future Celtics. This is why for over 16

years, St. David has held an annual basketball game

memorializing Celtic community members who

have passed away. This game was started by Larry

Rose and members of his organization in

remembrance of Larry’s son, Timothy Rose. This

group, with the help of current Celtic students, have

helped make this event a reality year after year.
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World Leaders
F ROM  WATER LOO  TO

by:Isabella Maher

 Canada is a mosaic, a mixed bag of cultures, religions

and personalities. We as young adults live in a society

where culture is valued, allowing for critical

advancements to be made towards tolerance. We are

more globally aware than some of the generations before

us, but are we trained to solve the issues ahead? Wars

will not cease and discrimination will remain if the next

generation remains unaware of not only social issues but

political crises and how to solve them effectively. 

        

As students within the Waterloo Catholic District School

Board, we are given so many opportunities to open our

minds and think globally. WCDSB is without a doubt

encouraging and inspiring the world’s next diplomats

and political figures through many of the programs it

offers. The International Certificate Program and

International Diplomacy Course are unique as they were

specifically created to encourage students towards a

globalized mindset.

“SSUNS - Secondary Schools' United Nations Symposium.
” Facebook, www.facebook.com/officialssuns/.

 The International Certificate Program- more commonly

known as ICP- is a three-component program geared

towards internationalizing your education. Globalizing

your education and adding an extra seal to your diploma

is easy as three steps: communication, course work, and

experience. International Languages and intercultural

communication refer to gaining a secondary language

credit besides Grade 9 French or speaking a second

language, while international course work requires

exploring a culture besides one’s own through in-class

assignments. International experience involves gaining

hours of cultural enrichment, whether at festivals,

volunteering, school clubs, or international travel on

family vacations and abroad programs. For those who

are passionate about global topics, components can

easily be completed (some even by pure accident). The

ICP certification appears on a graduation diploma,

allowing employers and universities to see that

initiative was taken to globalize one’s mind and expand

beyond Waterloo.
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“I joined ICP because I wanted to gain a more global

perspective and I wanted to learn about various

cultures, including my own heritage,” said Grade 12

student Shealynn Coffey when asked why she joined

this program. She has completed Grade 11 French and

volunteers at the annual St. David Multicultural

Festival every year, representing her Scottish roots.

“It’s easy to achieve the components if you are already

intending to develop an international outlook and

lifestyle.” Coffey found her club involvement and

course planning already leading her to easily fulfilling

components.

        

If debate and international relations is your passion, a

Grade 12 university-level course is available.

International Diplomacy, also referred to as the Model

United Nations course, is a unique class in which

students study United Nations procedure and debate

from various countries’ points of view in order to

develop resolutions. As the course creators are select

teachers from each of the five WCDSB high schools,

content relates directly to what each teacher shares in

their Model UN. This debate-style class allows

students to take the stance of many different countries,

opening our young minds to new points of view. 

 "I chose to take the International Diplomacy course

because I have a passion for politics, world events and

debate,” says Emma Chaput. “I love talking about current

issues and how they affect our country and the world. I

believe that this world needs to learn how to produce

diplomatic relations between one another. More than ever

our world is divided and through diplomatic debate I

believe that our world can come together and maintain

peace.” Emma is a perfect example of a student taking the

initiative to globalize her education and is finding ways to

expand her future throughout these opportunities.  

        

The WCDSB’s efforts to provide an internationalized

education are a step towards the future, providing students

with a safe environment to learn, discuss, and challenge

their knowledge about the world around them. This all

leads to a tolerant and informed society. The minds that are

shaped within these programs will be the future leaders of

our world. 
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A Dissociated Youth?





Student Wellness Article
By: Carla Stocco

LETTING GO OF
LIMITATIONS



Talent is Never Fixed
Too often, we view our capacity as fixed. We convince ourselves our writing skills are set in stone and that

being great at math is a talent one is born with. The truth is that every successful athlete, writer, and scientist

have worked incredibly hard to get to where they are today. A great example of such dedication is the

Olympic sprinter Usain Bolt, the fastest man in the world. While many would credit his staggering speed as

a God-given talent, Bolt asserts that without all his training, he would be nowhere near the speed he is

capable of today. As the saying goes, “the expert at anything was once a beginner.” No matter what your

goals, dreams, or ambitions, know that where you start does not determine where you will go. Achieving any

dream begins with hard work, patience, and a desire to put forth one's best efforts.

See Failure As A Chance To Learn
Failure is perhaps one of the most universally recognized shared human hardships in life. We fall, we

stumble, yet we find our way back up. Failure is beneficial, as it allows us to learn from our struggle. When

we view a poor test score or an athletic shortcoming through the lens of a growth mindset, we can bounce

back with renewed determination and grit. We rise with the willpower to achieve whatever once seemed

insurmountable. Next time you disappoint yourself, be it in a classroom or on a sports field, recall that

struggle will not define you. You define yourself through actions you take to better yourself.

LINK is a student leadership group comprised of senior-level students dedicated to

ensuring that Grade 9s feel welcomed and supported upon their arrival at school.

Grade 9 is a challenging transition, and the LINK team takes note of this, calling

to mind their thoughts and feelings when they were freshmen. Student leaders aim

to give the Grade 9s a warm welcome by instilling a spirit of kindness and

empathy, as well as reminding each student of their call to belong. At the core of

LINK lies the belief that kindness can transform anxiety and fear into feelings of

excitement, hope, and trust.

LINK: Creating a Culture of Kindness

Get Out Of Your Comfort Zone
It takes courage to take a step into the unknown. What lies ahead may appear daunting, yet quite often once

we face our fear we wonder why we ever doubted ourselves. To do all that we dream of, we will need to take

leaps that could lead us away from comfortable familiarity. It is a true challenge to continually place oneself

in uncomfortable situations, yet over time, the discomfort begins to dissipate. Just as a caterpillar outgrows

their cocoon, perhaps we have outgrown our comfort zone and so may emerge, just as the caterpillar does,

with the wings to live life fully and freely.
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Firstly, we might not always see it, but every semester tends to mold our

relationships with people based on our classes and extracurricular

activities. In every semester of high school, strong relaionships can be

forged in a variety of ways. In gym class, countless hours spent with like

minded people, sports lovers doubling as nerds, theatre students just trying

to get by. In science a class reunion with an old friend from years past. 

The Importance
Of A Semester:

A Personal View
Every semester of high school is much more important to our lives than we think. To

some, a semester means just a rotation of new classes, new teachers, new classmates,

along with overflowing schedules to grind through. To others, a semester is a new

learning opportunity for the next five months. However, a semester can be something

else entirely. Not only is it a chance to learn about physics rather than chemistry, or

English rather than French; it's an opportunity to build a future. Along with improving

academically in preparation for post-secondary, there are an abundance of small yet

important experiences that help to strengthen us as people without realizing it. We can

build stronger relationships with our classmates, make connections in our desired

industries, and learn how to build a better future for ourselves.

I personally have met people who share my love of gaming and comedy,

growing into a friendship. Joining the badminton team allowed me the

opportunity to know my doubles partner, making us unbeatable on the court (or

at least that’s what we liked to believe). Another semester allowed me the

chance to help a friend with their mental health. This was challenging for both

of us at times. I also spent time expanding my social circles that have

influenced on who I am and the person I wam becoming

We may not always realize it, but the extracurriculars, meeting new people with shared interests, and the

learning that takes place in our classes help us build skills for the future. We have met many people that not

only will help us build skills for the future but ones we could reconnect with in the future; possibly going to

University with or working with some in the same industry. My desired pathway leads me to sports journalism,

management, and the media industry which prompted me to join the magazine. This has helped me practice my

writing and meet the many other skilled writers who could give me advice on how to improve. Fate helps with

those connections as well. One of these connections leading to On The Rise Podcast.
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By Evan
Brown
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As luck would have it, at the start of Grade 10 I was on the same bus as my current co-

host, Sam Donsig, who also wanted to get into the sports industry and was eager to talk

sports with anyone who asked. One thing led to another and in August of 2019, On The

Rise Podcast was born with the help of three of our good friends (now streaming on all

major platforms). Luck would also have it that St. Davids' has many talented athletes

like Oshawa Generals defenceman Cooper Way who could be drafted into the NHL as

soon as 2021. I could end up meeting him in the industry years from now and say,

“Hey, I know that guy, we went to the same high school.” 

Overall, throughout high school the small moments are much more significant than we realize. They

shape our future in ways we don’t always notice; whether it be through our relationships, connections

with others, or the influencers in our lives that we don’t thank enough. Why are semesters so

important? Because each one is a new opportunity; new classes, people, and experiences. One last

thing I can’t say enough is that whether you’re an arts, STEM, technology, or athletics student, no

matter what life throws at you, take each semester as a new opportunity. An opportunity to meet new

people develop ones skills and embrace life.

Lastly, we can, sometimes without recognizing it, learn how to build a better future for ourselves

through the help of our teachers, parents and classmates. Every single school day, not only do we

learn in our classes but, we also acquire certain skills that value is not apparent at the time, yet may

help us down the road. For example, grade 9 Business Technology that focuses on like photoshop, or

execel- programs I never thought I would need. I’ve used photoshop numerous times during different

courses to improve my projects as well as outside of school for my own use.This has also helped us

excel and organize the podcast.  Good advice is something that is so valuable and we take it for

granted sometimes, whether it be from teachers, classmates, guest speakers at our school, or parents.

“Life’s all about choices.” Something as simple as that really makes you think and also can really

point you in the right direction in life. So many times we take what life gives us for granted when in

fact, everything in our lives shape our futures and who we will become.

Now, of course, these are just my own connections but depending on your pathway, the same still applies.

For example, music students could decide to start a band together like the “Kool-Aid Jammers” who were

made up of four David’s students that graduated in 2019 or science students taking University of

Waterloo’s Chemical Engineering program together. Point being, no matter where your pathway takes

you, you probably have already started to build connections in your desired industry without knowing it.
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Approximately 30 exams: that is how many you will write during your high school career. 30 times your

brain goes into panic mode. Confused, anxious, overwhelmed. You find yourself spending more time and

energy worrying when you could have been preparing. So why are exams so frightening in our heads?

 

Being on LINK Crew, I discovered that the aspect of high school that grade 9’s are most afraid of, is

exams. Exams, however, are not life and death. Consider that your course work and other tests make up

the majority of your mark. Those are the things that set you up for the oh so scary final exam. To put it into

perspective; grade 9 and 10 exams are only 75 min long. That means the exam has to be the same length as

a test. 
 

Exams should, according to my calculations, be easier than unit tests, why? Because YOU HAVE

ALREADY LEARNED THE SKILLS TO SUCCEED AND BEEN TESTED ON SIMILAR

INFORMATION TO THE EXAM. There is nothing new on exams, just an opportunity to apply what

you already know. 

 

Preparing for exams is quite simple; there are three main components in defeating the exam monstrosity.

Firstly, pay attention in class; if you understand what is being taught, then you don't have to memorize it

later. It is also extremely important to make sure that when you get a test back, you clarify anything you

got wrong. This will make your life much easier in the long run.

 

Secondly, we should redefine what it means when teachers say “you need to start preparing for your

exam.” It sounds like you have to embark on this long process of making notes, drinking endless amounts

of coffee, and pulling all-nighters to study everything for the exam. Listen, when it comes to exams the

word “prepare” means “review.” You have been preparing for this exam since the first day of the course.

All you have to do now is simply look back at your notes and go over things you didn't understand and

make connections. That's it. 
 

Finally, just relax. You do not need to lose sleep over this. Take some deep breaths before you start and if

you don't understand a question skip it and just come back to it later. So sit back and relax; review what

you don't know and trust in the knowledge you have been collecting all semester. Treat it like a test - that's

all it really is.

Exams 
Why Fear the End? / How to Cope with the Stress

By: Lauren Dafoe



Far in the North,

West from here,

I go to a place

Where the air is clear.

 

The trees are short

Small evergreens

As if God came down

And chopped them, clean.

 

The water is blue

Crystal aquamarine

Where no imperfection

Has ever been.

 

As I stood there

Completely aloneI think of the life

I’ve always known

The life with trees,

Clear blue lakes,

Mist and stones,

Golden daybreaks.

 

think of the outside,

The world beyond,

And from my mind,

A thought was spawned.

 

What if I left

This beautiful place,

And saw the world

For its true face?

 

t wouldn’t be

All trees and lakes

No calm, clear air

No golden daybreaks

 

But it would be life,

For that, I yearned.

I wanted to experience

What I felt I’d earned.

 

It would be different,

But come what may,

No matter the change,

I’ll be okay.

Paradise
Challenged
Written by Ashely McCrea
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Sincerely, CLASS OF 2020

 

Four short, "simple" years draw to a close, and for

some the time couldn’t have come fast enough and

other wished it would never end. 

Everyone found their niches. The kids from

elementary school became closer than friends, and

some further than strangers, and tight-knit groups

welcomed new members. We met so many new

people our parents couldn’t keep up with the

different names. Some say they cannot picture the

high school journey at another school.

As each year passed, the dreaded topic of university

and future careers became more frequently asked,

and family gatherings seemed to become a Q&A. 
Reaching grade twelve, the realization that our

senior year at St. David’s changed in the blink of an

eye. First, the government and strike, then a

pandemic.

Strike days for the school board were scattered.

Students were falling behind while the government

and boards could not agree on the new education

plan. 

Questions circulated would we have coffee house?

Winter and spring sports? Athletic and arts

banquet? Spring arts night? All in jeopardy of work

to rule action. Soon after, a new virus ravaged the world. Ontario

cases were increasing daily and there was no choice

but to close the schools.

 

 There would be no last game, no last performance,

no last strut through the hallways that shaped us.

No closure. We end the school year on a cliffhanger

of what was to be, or not to be. 

by: Natasha Giannantonio
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We feel cheated of our tireless efforts. We have no

satisfaction of walking across the stage, our

dedication and achievements recognized, as we

flip the tassel; memories unfulfilled.

How can we move onto the next chapter of our

lives without finishing the last? We sit in isolation,

aching for normality we once wished so

desperately to change. 

Aristotle stated, “By ‘Life’ we mean a thing that can

nourish itself and grow and decay”. As we go our

separate ways, delving into the world that has

treated us harshly in these past months, “Life” is

regrowing. Wisdom and bravery, courage and

determination, love and forgiveness; our lives are

reforming making us stronger than ever.If being a Celtic has taught us anything, “Character

Counts”. Engraved in our brains the first day we

stepped in the gymnasium with fresh eyes, this

mantra was repeated. Repeated day in and day out

on the announcements, “Character Counts”. We

carry this in our hearts, ready to encounter whatever

our new paths have in store. 

27

We did not get a final goodbye to high school but

often, the best stories are left unfinished. We take

the lessons from the first chapter to the last and

learn. Relive memories only we had the chance to

experience. Sincerely, 

The Class of 2020



The 2019 Japanese Exchange was a life-changing and eye opening learning experience. It allowed

students to heighten their global awareness and participate in a culture unlike the one students witness

each day.

 

This was the second board-wide exchange with Yamate Gakuin School in Yokohama, Japan. From April

12th to 26th, Japanese students came to Canada, and from July 19th to August 3rd, WCDSB students

went to Yokohama. Each participating student hosted two visiting students in their home for

approximately two weeks, allowing students to experience daily life and the various social aspects of a

different country and culture.

 

“It was lots of fun,” says William Dixon, a Grade 11 student who participated in the exchange

 last year. “We got to visit places like Tokyo Disneyland, Sea Paradise, and a samurai castle, 

as well as ride the high-speed trains (Bullet Trains).” 
 

Students were also introduced to day-to-day activities, including Japanese food, religion,

 traditions, and after school activities. The differences in culture brought

 students together, as they were able to bond over commonalities in 

their schools and homes. 

 

“It was a great cultural experience,” says Will. “I participated

 in all aspects of the Japanese lifestyle- including eating

 their delicious food!”

 

Are you intrigued? For those looking for a life-

changing cultural experience, the next 

exchange to Yokohama, Japan is set to

 take place in July 2021. 
 

“I’m excited to go,” says 

Mr. Spanopulos, who will 

be travelling to Japan

with WCDSB 

students

 next year.
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“I’m looking forward to learning

about a different culture and meeting

new students and teachers in Japan as

well as within our school board.”

 

For students participating in the 2021

exchange, introductory classes in

Japanese will be available. Language

has proven to bring students together,

as in 2019 exchange participants from

both Canada and Japan taught each

other common slang. These small

words helped break the ice and

allowed students to create lifelong

relationships with others across the

world.

 

The many photos are a reminder of all

the new things tried, everything

learned, new foods, language, places,

traditions and lifestyles. For all Celtics

and students from Yamate, the

exchange was a life-changing

opportunity that helped gain life-long

friendships.
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Gearing Towards Gold
By: The Team Dave Administration Team

On March 7th and 8th, Team DAVE competed

in the ONT District Humber College Event,

winning the event as alliance captains and

taking home the Chairman’s Award. During

qualification, we won eleven of our twelve

matches and ranked 2nd before the alliance

selections. With FRC Team 1114 - Simbotics

and FRC Team 2405 - Techno Trojans we

swept the playoff matches and took home gold

for our first competition of the season.

This competition was held at Humber College

who has hosted the event for their second year,

both of which we have attended and won with

FRC Team 1114 - Simbotics. Through the

weekend, teams competed in qualifying matches

to earn their seed in alliance selections and gain

a place in the playoffs. The energy in the venue

was consistently equalled by the excitement

every match had to offer and was an event

everyone could enjoy.
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The Chairman’s Award is the most prestigious award within FIRST, and after 8 years of working to

accomplish our goal of taking it home, the team was ecstatic to finally be announced as a District

Chairman’s winner. Our Admin students worked hard through build season to formulate an essay,

produce a video, and prepare a presentation based around our Chairman’s theme; the Force of FIRST.

The team worked to highlight the outreach we’ve done for the community and changes we will

continue to make to spread our passion through these three projects. To go along with the

presentations, students also created a board demonstrating our representation of FIRST City and how

DAVE impacts it. Even though the season ran short, we are incredibly proud of everyone who helped

to accomplish this and lookforward to the future of Team DAVE.

Our robot, Tennant, is a tiny mechanical

creation which we built with the specifications

to shoot, move, and climb effectively. Tennant

is capable of scoring high, with a fast and

accurate shot that frequently achieves the inner

target within the high goal. It has a three-stage

telescoping arm with the strength to pull itself

up on the generator switch.
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